Senses Scavenger Hunt

Listen to:
___Leaves under your feet
___Wind in the trees
___Sound of a bee
___Birds singing
___Cricket
___Water running in a creek
___Noises in the woods

Feel:
___Tree bark
___Prickly plant
___Wet mud
___Rotten wood
___Wind blowing on face
___Texture of various rocks

Smell:
___Pine tree
___Flower
___Mud
___Green grass
___Fresh air
___Cedar tree

Watch:
___Animals eating
___Leaf falling to the ground
___Spider web w/insect
___Ant moving something
___Wind blowing the leaves
___Fish jumping
___Clouds going by
___For something funny
___For something unusual
___Sunlight coming through trees
___Sunrise or sunset
___Stars in the sky
___Lightning Bugs
___Reflection in the water
___Trail markers
___Animal homes or shelters